The following guidelines are in effect within Campus Recreation facilities to maintain the health and safety of all members and guests and to preserve the quality of programs, facilities and equipment.

GENERAL GUIDELINES
- Campus Recreation employees reserve the right to determine if apparel is appropriate.
- Apparel with profane or discriminatory language, designs, or pictures is not permitted.

FOOTWEAR
- Closed-toe, closed-heel, non-marking footwear with full coverage of the foot.
  - Exceptions exist for the studios, lifting platforms, pool and the Outdoor Adventure Center.
- High heels, cleats, boots, sandals, and flip-flops are not permitted.
- Footwear must be clean, free of debris and mud.

SHIRTS/PANTS/SHORTS
- All participants must wear a top/sport bra and bottom.
  - Another layer of clothing must be worn over top of underwear and intimate apparel.
- Bottoms with rivets and belts that may damage equipment or scratch upholstery are not permitted.

POOL APPAREL
- Clean, non-transparent, swimming apparel is required.
  - Participants may wear non-cotton shirt/shorts over top of swimming apparel.
  - Cotton is not permitted in the pool.
- Children under three years of age must wear swim diapers.

CLIMBING WALL APPAREL
- Jewelry and hair extending beyond the chin should be removed/tied back. If it is unable to be removed/tied back the individual may participate at their own risk.
- Campus Recreation harnesses and climbing shoes are to be worn only in the climbing wall area and returned to the equipment check out if participant needs to leave the Outdoor Adventure Center.
- Shoes must be worn at all times in the Outdoor Adventure Center. Belayers and observers may wear sandals or athletic shoes.

Failure to follow or adhere to the above guidelines and procedures and/or the direction of Campus Recreation employees may result in loss of usage privileges.

If you are unable to adhere to any of the above guidelines because of religious, cultural or medical issues, please contact the Campus Recreation Associate Director-Facility Operations at campusrec@towson.edu.